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Abstract
In this practical research, I made a program that will abbreviate much time and
programming difficulties in the current circumstances, the program will make the work
in many colleges and universities easier and more accurate.
The program will use four programming languages (HTML, JAVA, CSS, SCN), to
make the process of checking, review and adjustment easier and to issuance the students
results for various disciplines and stages.
In this research I addressed the importance of designing a program that serve the
academic staff to announce the student results in both the first and the second attempt,
also any teacher can add and arrange any student degrees Whenever he wants and
online across the internet sitting in his home.
Keywords: programming, pharmacy, universities.

:-انًهخص
،  قًث ثعًم ثزَبيج ٌخحصز انكثٍز يٍ انىقث وصعىثبت انجزيجة فً انظزوف انحبنٍة، ًفً هذا انجحث انعًه
.سٍجعم هذا انجزَبيج انعًم فً انعذٌذ يٍ انكهٍبت وانجبيعبت أسهم وأكثز دقة
 )نحسهٍم عًهٍة انفحص،SCN ،CSS ،JAVA ، ( HTML سىف اسحخذو فً هذا انجزَبيج أرثع نغبت ثزيجة
.وانًزاجعة وانحعذٌم وإصذار َحبئج انطالة نًخحهف انحخصصبت وانًزاحم
جُبونث فً هذا انجحث أهًٍة جصًٍى ثزَبيج ٌخذو أعضبء هٍئة انحذرٌس نإلعالٌ عٍ َحبئج انطبنت فً جًٍع
 كًب ًٌكٍ ألي يذرس إضبفة وجزجٍت أي درجبت طبنت يحى شبء، ًَانًزاحم انذراسٍة ونهذورٌٍ االول وانثب
.وعجز اإلَحزَث
.  انجبيعبت،  انصٍذنة، انجزيجة: الكلمات المفتاحية
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Introduction
In this research I use a program to calculate and organize the students marks for all
lessons and for all stages, it evaluates the marks in a high accuracy and avoids
arithmetic errors that may facing users while writing the data ,it shorten the effort and
time because it is very easy to use .
Mechanism of action : it contains inserting the student name and some basic
information‟s and the first results after choosing the stage and inserting the scheduled
materials to get a relative statistic for success and failure marks for each stage and for
all subjects , for the first and second term, in addition to evaluation of the students and
other details.
The program also contains delete and modification feature on data and save it in the
database so we can back to it when we need, the program can work on laptop and we
can reach it through internet .

Programming languages used in program design:1-HTML 5
2- CSS3
3-Java script
4- A JAX
5- Boot stap4
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HTML
It is the Common denominator that connects all the WWW, and it is the main coding
language to all webs starting from the big companies like Microsoft reaching to the
small classroom projects in local schools, the word „‟coding language‟‟ put an
Explanatory Comments on the text to let the browser know how does that text formalize
to look good.
The HTML word means:
1. Hypertext Text is a popular text click on it to move from one document to another
and considered as source for pages ability to connect to each other.
2. Markup Tags allows to discriminate and manage the text Literally by signs
3. Is a translation language that the HTML conceder it the the translation language that
translate the references to real.
New Features HTML5 :
introduces a number of new elements and attributes that can help you in building
modern websites. Here is a set of some of the most prominent features introduced in
HTML5.
1-New Semantic Elements: These are like <header>, <footer>, and <section>.

2-Forms 2.0: Improvements to HTML web forms where new attributes have
been introduced for <input> tag.

3-Persistent Local Storage: To achieve without resorting to third-party
plugins.

4-WebSocket : A next-generation bidirectional communication technology for
web applications.
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CSS Language:
Cascading Style Sheets,genially referred to as CSS, is a simple design language, its goal
is to make the process of designing web pages elegant very eazy and simple.
Css control and grip the look and make you feel a part of a web page.when we use Css
we can take control on the style of the font, the color of the text,the interval between
paragraph, how to give the columns the required size and position,also whats the
background picture or colors we use.
In addition to other effects Css language is simple to learn and anderstand, but it make a
strong control over the presentation mode of an HTML document.
Generally Css merge with HTML or XHTML

JavaScript Language:
Java script is a dynamic computer language lightweight and widely used as a part of
web pages, that its applications allow to the client to interact with other users and make
many dynamic pages, it is an interpreted programming language with the ability to save
data, at the beginning the JavaScript known as Live script but then Netscape change its
name to JavaScript. The main purpose of this language has been embedded in Internet
Explorer, Netscape and other browsers.
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The extracted statistics from the (html) files for the five stages:
We set all the five stages files in advance to display different and important reports and
statistics for the college Council according to the following models:1. An extracted form shows the number of students who completed the exams and
get different grades, and the number of absentee‟s students as well as the success
rate for each lesson separately.
The success rate for each lesson are determined depending on the rate of successful
students to the examiners including the student have loaded lessons and the students
who need lessons to take they didn‟t take it before.
The statistics below show the grades of each lesson for the first and second exam
attempt and we can change settings to show the statistics for the second attempt
exam.

Fig (-1- Details and Statistics)
2. A detailed statistics form for all lessons in each stage as well as the overall
success rates.
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The success rate are determined according to the number of successful students in
all lessons to the involved students in exam without the students that have
loading lessons and those who has some wanted materials because they are
including in there stages.
3. Giving a curve form shows it effect for the overall success rate. This table shows
the effect of adding the curves for the students according to the college council.

Fig ( -2- Add a curve)
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Fig (-3- Add a curve)

4. The form of the student card for both first and second attempt exams (grades
card).
The grades card contains the average degree and the final exam for the first and
the second attempts for all students with discriminate the failure cells with red
color and the curve cells with yellow color (the 50% curve are shown in it).
This card are very important for the Examination committee because it shows all the
students grades for each stage and for each the first and the second attempt for every
course.
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The characteristics of this program that designed using the programming languages
(html & CSS):
1. Sum the grades of the average and the final exam for each lesson for each
student and translate the results to the suitable report automatically (excellent,
very good, good, medium, pass, fall).
2. Make a statistics about numbers and rates of the successful and failed students
For each degree for each lesson (in addition to the overall successful rate for each
stage for all lessons) to represent clearly to the examination committee so they
can give the suitable decision or curve that help students.
3. Determine the effect for adding deferent virtual decisions (like adding degrees
from 1-7 for one lesson or tow to change the result from fall to pass) before
the college council convened so its members can make the suitable decision.
4. Add the degrees of loading lessons (for the students that covered by the transit
system) and the wanted lessons (the clearing students) to the student
registration form automatically, this make it very easy and prevent the loose
of ant student degree.
5. Find the names of unsuccessful students only automatically.
6. Issuance and print the degrees lists to the examination committee
automatically.
7. Issuance and print the degrees card for the students of each stage for each
lesson
( The degrees cards that the registration section depend on it a lot)
automatically.
8. Prevent wrong entering for the student‟s degrees in 60% percent.
9. The whole strict confidentiality and safety in saving the exam degrees, the
information in the program will be saved and keep with a strong password and
we can increase the proportion in many ways to make the program just display
the degrees without allowing any one to make any changes in it, as well as
make many copies from this files in PDF form that can be also protect and
make it display only, the thing that make it suitable for archive.
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How to enter the data:
The program divided to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The student data
Control panel
The student stage
The attempt
The lesson name
The course
Details and statistics
The degrees card

The course divided to:
1. The student name
2. The statistical number
3. The serial number
4. The average
5. The final exam
6. The final degree
7. The report (excellent, very good, good, pass…etc)
8. The curve
9. The degree after curve
10.The report after curve
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How does the program work

1. Add or delete subjects
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2- Control Panel for the first course
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3- Adding student data
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4-Edite student data
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5- Details and Statistics

6-The grades card for the student
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7-. Delete subjects: -

15

16

8-Statistics results before the curve: -
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9-The names of Unsuccessful in the second term: -

10-Add a curve
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11-Results and statistics after the curve
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12-Therese no failure after adding the curve
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21

13- Add the names and statistical number of the first course

14- Automatically transfer names and statistical numbers to the other course
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15- How to delete subjects from the second course
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24

16- Database

25
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Conclusion
In this program we designed a program consist of 5 study stages to pharmacy colledge,
in this program we cad add any stage we want with the subjects for each stage, after that
we enter all these date (all subjects and marks ) and make the statistics and the test
results for successful and failed students, also we can add a curve for students who
need, then we review the results before curve and after curve and mention how much
the curve was.
In addition to that we can issue marks card ( the result for each student). The program is
very flexible so we can make some arrangements on it ,and we can develope it by using
the programming languages (HTML,CSS,JAVA).
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